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Thank You for checking out our Pre-printed Service. This service is designed to mainly focus
on names, titles, etc. Anything that is done in the line of personalizing or signage is the typical
items we will be doing. We will have different decorative borders available, and as we get more
samples, we will post them to help you choose what you would like to have printed. We can
print them in solid colors or as the examples shows in multi-colors.
There will be three choices of fabric for you to select, they will be White, Natural and Tea Dye.
We may add other fabric samples as we progress in this service.
They can be finished in a couple of different ways, the sample you see on the front of this
brochure has been hand embroidered after it was printed with a border surrounding it. They can
be finished so the lettering is solid or open in which case they would be perfect for painting or
coloring with Inktense color pencils, Color Crayons, or paint. They can also be quilted with a
hand stitch or machine after completing.
This is a new service but we are very excited about the potentials. We will add more samples
along the way.
Ordering Information:
You need to call us for ordering purposes or questions; we need to make sure we have
everything exact before we start to print. We will also need the color information, how you
intend to finish them, and your card information.
These are perfect to make into pillows, framed signs, childrens names for their rooms, perfect
wedding gift with names and dates, etc
Give us a call at 320-354-2456 or email us with your name and phone number and we will call
you!

